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Whose mission or vision statement?Whose mission or vision statement?

bringing the best personal computing 
experience to students, educators, creative 
professionals and consumers around the 
world through its innovative hardware, 
software and Internet offerings



Whose mission or vision statement?Whose mission or vision statement?

to help people and businesses throughout 
the world realize their full potential 



Whose mission or vision statement?Whose mission or vision statement?

free access to the sum of all human 
knowledge



Whose mission or vision statement?Whose mission or vision statement?

to connect people to their passions, their 
communities, and the world's knowledge.



Whose mission or vision statement?Whose mission or vision statement?

To enable people to find, use, share, and 
expand all human knowledge.



Whose mission or vision statement?Whose mission or vision statement?

To organize the world's information and 
make it universally accessible and useful.





Ivan Ivan IllichIllich (1926(1926--2002)2002)



DeschoolingDeschooling Society Society (1971)(1971)



Three issuesThree issues

Requirements vs. desireRequirements vs. desire
Compulsory meetings vs. meaningful encountersCompulsory meetings vs. meaningful encounters
Curricular certification vs. authentic measures of Curricular certification vs. authentic measures of 
knowledgeknowledge



““Our assumptions about learning Our assumptions about learning 
are fundamentally flawedare fundamentally flawed””

Chris Dede
Timothy E. Wirth Professor in Learning Technologies 

Harvard Graduate School of Education





Reboot: from sleeping to bondingReboot: from sleeping to bonding

Conviviality (Conviviality (IllichIllich))
Play (Play (VygotskyVygotsky) ) 
Metaphor (Metaphor (LakoffLakoff and Johnson)and Johnson)
An integrated domain (An integrated domain (EngelbartEngelbart))
AddressivityAddressivity ((BakhtinBakhtin))



Tools for Conviviality Tools for Conviviality (1973)(1973)



Convivial ToolsConvivial Tools

Easily usedEasily used
Widely accessibleWidely accessible
Not obligatoryNot obligatory
Responsive to purposeResponsive to purpose
Permit others to use their tools unimpededPermit others to use their tools unimpeded
Require no certification for useRequire no certification for use
Allow the user to express his meaning in action Allow the user to express his meaning in action 

Can a course management system be convivial?



Conviviality fosters Eutrapelia: graceful 
playfulness



VygotskyVygotsky, , ““The Role of Play In The Role of Play In 
DevelopmentDevelopment””

““Superficially, play bears little resemblance to the Superficially, play bears little resemblance to the 
complex, mediated form of thought and volition complex, mediated form of thought and volition 
it leads to. Only a profound internal analysis it leads to. Only a profound internal analysis 
makes it possible to determine its course of makes it possible to determine its course of 
change and its role in development.change and its role in development.””



““In play thought is separated from objects and In play thought is separated from objects and 
action arises from ideas rather than from action arises from ideas rather than from 
thingsthings……..””



““From the point of view of development, From the point of view of development, 
creating an imaginary situation can be regarded creating an imaginary situation can be regarded 
as a means of developing abstract thought.as a means of developing abstract thought.””



““[[P]layP]lay creates a zone of proximal creates a zone of proximal 
developmentdevelopment……. As in the focus of a magnifying . As in the focus of a magnifying 
glass, play contains all developmental tendencies glass, play contains all developmental tendencies 
in a condensed form and is itself a major source in a condensed form and is itself a major source 
of development.of development.””





“But metaphors are not merely things to be 
seen beyond. In fact, one can see beyond 
them only by using other metaphors. It is as 
though the ability to comprehend experience 
through metaphor were a sense, like seeing 
or touching or hearing, with metaphors 
providing the only ways to perceive much of 
the world. Metaphor is as much a part of our 
functioning as our sense of touch, and as 
precious.”
Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, 
second ed. (2003).



IsoIso--thinkingthinking
It’s very important, this point, because when we 

think of all these measurements and we think of the way in 
which they’re seen as part of a balance and so forth, the 
way that Humboldt really liked to express that was through 
maps that showed measurements connected together 
through lines, in other words, through iso-maps. And so 
when we look at something like a modern weather map, 
we’re looking at the kind of map that Humboldt invented. 
This was a new invention. If you look at old maps from the 
eighteenth century, topographic maps, even, they tend to 
show little bump-like pimples for mountains. If you look at 
a nineteenth-century map, they show the kind of contour-
lines that we’re familiar with.

That’s the sort of mapping that Humboldt really put 
forward and really expressed. And for him that sort of “iso-
thinking” was really central to the way that an individual 
could understand the whole earth and the way that it 
worked. 

Jim Secord, 
Professor in the 
Department of 
History and 
Philosophy of 
Science at the 
University of 
Cambridge,  
BBC Radio 4, In 
Our Time, 
9/29/06

Alexander von Humboldt





Educate the imaginationEducate the imagination

It’s [the intellect is] not something that 
belongs to you and me. We would naturally think of 
the four of us as each having our own intellect and 
our own thoughts and so on. For Averroes that’s not 
really so. We each of us has our own imagination; 
that’s something personal and private. But really 
intellectual thought … that is something that 
happens in a single universal intellect. 

It’s very difficult to understand this. I try to 
explain it to people that he thought of the intellect as 
being something like the Internet…. You know, 
there’s all this information on the Internet, and 
occasionally we tune into bits of it…. And so, for 
Averroes, as it were, the imagination is a kind of 
Google that links up from time to time into the great 
body of disembodied science [i.e., knowledge].

Sir Anthony 
Kenny, 
philosopher and 
former Master of 
Balliol College, 
Oxford, BBC 
Radio 4, In Our 
Time, October 5, 
2006

Averroes



An integrated domainAn integrated domain

““We refer to a way of life in an integrated domain where We refer to a way of life in an integrated domain where 
hunches, cuthunches, cut--andand--try, intangibles, and the human "feel try, intangibles, and the human "feel 
for a situation" usefully cofor a situation" usefully co--exist with powerful exist with powerful 
concepts, streamlined terminology and notation, concepts, streamlined terminology and notation, 
sophisticated methods, and highsophisticated methods, and high--powered electronic powered electronic 
aids.aids.””
Dr. Douglas Dr. Douglas EngelbartEngelbart, , ““Augmenting Human Intellect: Augmenting Human Intellect: 
A Conceptual FrameworkA Conceptual Framework””

http://bootstrap.org/augdocs/friedewald030402/augmentinghumaninthttp://bootstrap.org/augdocs/friedewald030402/augmentinghumanintellect/ahi62index.htmlellect/ahi62index.html



An integrated domain: useful An integrated domain: useful 
coexistencecoexistence

Play (effort)Play (effort)Work (effort)Work (effort)

Personal (intimacy)Personal (intimacy)Enterprise Enterprise 
(management)(management)

Faculty (teaching)Faculty (teaching)Students (learning)Students (learning)

SciencesSciences
((““methodmethod””))

HumanitiesHumanities
((““conversationconversation””))



AddressivityAddressivity

Mikhail Mikhail BakhtinBakhtin, , ““The Problem of The Problem of 
Speech GenresSpeech Genres””: : 
““the quality of turning to someonethe quality of turning to someone””



phpBBphpBB discussion forumsdiscussion forums

















Believe in the possibility and Believe in the possibility and 
responsibility of meaningresponsibility of meaning

This worldThis world’’s no blot for us,s no blot for us,
Nor blank; it means intensely, and means good:Nor blank; it means intensely, and means good:
To find its meaning is my meat and drink.To find its meaning is my meat and drink.

----““FraFra LippoLippo Lippi,Lippi,”” Robert BrowningRobert Browning



Begin in delight and end in wisdomBegin in delight and end in wisdom



AddressivityAddressivity
EutrapeliaEutrapelia

Real SchoolReal School


